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Off the back of his groundbreaking and critically acclaimed documentary
film, "Super Juice Me personally! The Big Juice Experiment,"" A Super
Juice Me! The outcomes by the end were nothing at all short of
remarkable. Every person experienced positive changes with their health
conditions; one person even lost 38 lbs in only those 28 days. 28-Day
Juice Program; Why Medical Drugs aren t usually the answer; 28-Day time
Journal to track your progress; Super Juice Me! is certainly without
query his single most effective juice diet yet. Jason says, "Give Me
28-Times And I'll Give You Back Your Life. comes Jason Vale's most
comprehensive juice program to date. He challenges anyone suffering from
over weight or a lifestyle disease, to try it on for size. THE PROPER
Psychology for Success; Super Juice Me! In the film eight people with
twenty-two different illnesses between them, resided on nothing but
freshly extracted juice for 28 days to check what impact, if any, living
on a juice only diet plan for 28-days would have on their diseases and
overall health. Millions of people all over the world possess embarked
on a Jason Vale Juice Diet of some sort. The book includes sections on:
The Full Super Juice Me! 28-Day Juice Plan has been specifically
designed for those who need to lose a whole lot of fat and/or who have
to make considerable changes to their health. Exactly What To Do After
You ve been Super Juiced!; A Full Q & A Section and Full Shopping List;
and much a lot more.
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Was okay I was so amped to get this done problem and I did carry out it.
The juices are okay, some better than others and some simply hard to get
down. I simply couldn't except that one inch of broccoli stem and a
single asparagus stick was the overload of nutrition to get me
personally through. I dropped over 20lbs during the problem and I
experienced amazing during it. The down sides are, you will be hungry,
sorry, but this is the truth. You will miss food. Great go through. I
also started to look at my juicer with a amount of trepidation. It is
certainly a whole lot of work. You'll be pleasantly surprised rather
than hungry. I have no idea that I'd ever do the 28 days again, but I
certainly would do a week to detox and increase myself. In case you are
considering about doing this course of action DO IT NOW! Very
healthy.this book is a perfect 10 in my own book. 70% of pain left my
body.). I did the 28-day program (not perfectly, but nearly so!. The
documentary on Utube inspired me I never could follow the juicing diet
plan, altered it by having bowl of fruit for breakfast, for lunch time I
mix my veges and fruit in my own little Ninga chopper, for dinned I've
some protein and salad. There were 2 or 3 3 juices I found a bit lovely
for me personally so I lower the amount of apples or pears in those
juices and was sure to drink water among sips of juice. Mon through
Friday I'll continue on with breakfast and lunch juices and having a
"regular" meal in the evenings. On weekends, the program can be a
breakfast juice and regular meals for lunch and dinner. DO IT NOW!! When
you decide to take the challenge, I highly encourage you to have the
app. What a great knowledge! View the documentary Super Juice Me online
free of charge (if you haven't already) and inform me you aren't
inspired to change your life style for 28 days and watch/experience the
transformation in your mind and body. Five Stars Very informative.!. I
lost 20 pounds, feel better than before I began, and there is no food
cravings once you see through a few days as well as your body adjusts to
getting real nutrition like it is definitely designed to. I'd have lost
more weight if I didn't suffer from chronic fatigue and was able to
exercise even more, but I still feel better than I have in a long time.
Thank you Jason! Life Changer! Looking towards jumping on the level and
seeing. 5 superstars isn't enough.•Easy to follow instructions•Easy to
follow recipesWhat I can't stand:•Doesn't come with a calendar,
therefore i made my own•Have got to make your own recipe spreadsheet or
buy one particular•Have to switch back and forth from calendar to
dishes•A lot of the recipes have the same ingredients Great read. I'm
presently 19 times in and feeling . It has all the recipes, videos for
each recipe, shopping lists, and great coaching videos.. I got sick and
tired of all my intake coming through a straw. I'm currently 19 days in
and feeling great. I have no idea how much weight I have lost since area
of the problem is never to weigh yourself during it, but my belt has
truly gone done three holes and my face is thinner. Life Changer! Invest
the on the challenge don't forget to measure yourself to compare against



your ending numbers.5". I did it mostly for wt loss and from 132# I
transpired to 119.. Never dropped wt. by dieting and this was the most
painless process. I still utilize it but don't need to loose any longer
wt. Now I then add carbs occasionally. I'm a permanently juicer now. My
cholesterol dropped 100 points and i lost typically a pound a day time.
If i was starving i used just a little extra avocado. The training
videos have become helpful. Great Read On Day 5 and lost 5lbs already I
also have the app and think having both book and the app are super
helpful It just works I used the app with it and I loved it! Loved it's
the incorrect ? I lost 25lbs! Have to love that component. I slice the
fruit in half most days or didn't add them at all. My drinks may have
been larger also . Well I must say the full total opposite is true.m.. I
love all veggies which means this wasn't very difficult for me. The
smoothies on each end of the day are constantly looked forward to. So I
constantly threw a few extra veggies. Yes you'll get sick of the task to
make the juices but at that time you be losing weight and feeling great.
First few days my pores and skin looked so far better and I acquired
energy even though I had to give coffee! Does what it says Love the
plan. "oh, you are likely to be hungry all day. I have already been
SUPER JUICED! I am 68. Aches and hip pain GONE. A few of the smoothies
are worth having as health supplements to a standard diet. Total, I am
glad I did it. I lost 21 lbs. in 28 times. This is an incredible juice
plan.. BUY THIS BOOK. IT WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER. Cannot say more
than enough about how this book and the juice fast we did last January
has added health insurance and years to our lives... four sixteen oz
bottles. Happy Days are Here Again!What I like:•eBook is crazy
affordable!.. My initial hope was 7#.", "you will not get enough
nutrients. So many people believed I was crazy to do this.. An excellent
book with plenty of nutrition info.. I have already been SUPER JUICED!..
here's why: I lost 30 pounds so far - just finishing my first cycle of
28 days and feeling unquestionably amazing! I lost 15 pounds, and 17.."
etc. I drank the shot in the am and made my four beverages for the day
simultaneously in the a. The amount of nutiriton I am getting now is
substantial. These juices are so nutrient dense, I couldn't take enough
health supplements to get the outcomes I am viewing. I am now
responsible for my food cravings cravings and instead of eating to
satisfy my taste buds or emotional cravings to consume for ease and
comfort, I eat for energy. The easy to follow The easy to follow, I did
so not do the entire challenge, but I really do a 7 day time on and then
7 off, and I do feel better. I finished the 28 day challenge fourteen
days ago and I continue steadily to juice and or mix for breakfast and
lunch. Juicing is for everyone after all! First, I have to apologize for
this ridiculously very long review, but it comes directly from my heart.
I've handled hip pain for few years now and have noticed 2 Drs, taken
meds and 3 rounds of physical therapy and continued therapy exercises in
the home. We today juice every morning and love it. It works! I'm on day



12 and feel good. All the juices are great. I am off all my meds and
feel just like million. None of it worked well. This works! Almost as
promised.
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